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Porous evaporators with special wettability for low-grade heat-
driven water desalination 

Zhigao Zhu,‡ab Ying Xu,‡ac Yifei Luod, Wei Wang*,a, Xiaodong Chen,*d 

Against the backdrop of global water scarcity, porous interface distillation (PID) working on macroporous evaporation 

materials attracts ever-growing attention in sustainable desalination. It excels itself in the ability to treat high-salinity brines 

and employ low-grade heat energy from industrial sources or solar energy, as well as low installation complexity and cost. 

In recent years, PID evaporators with special wettability, such as omniphobicity, asymmetric superwettability, 

superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity, are especially effective in improving distillation efficiency and operation 

lifetime, and much progress is made in this aspect. To provide a comprehensive overview, this review puts forward a 

panoramic discussion on the recent progress of hydrophobic and hydrophilic porous evaporators with special wettability for 

low-grade heat-driven water desalination, with focuses on material and structural designs to improve distillation efficiency 

and long-term durability. Current challenges and future perspectives are also provided as a guide for future research towards 

the practical application of PID for sustainable water desalination.

1. Introduction 

Freshwater production is one of the global concerns facing the 
shortage of water resources and escalating water pollution.1, 2 United 
Nations estimate that more than 1.8 billion people (about 40% of the 
world's population) are experiencing absolute water scarcity.3 
Additionally, this current trend will be more severe in the near 
future, driven by the ever-growing population and industrialization. 
To tackle this challenge, desalination technologies have been widely 
developed to extract freshwater from a range of high saline or 
contaminated waters, including seawater, brackish groundwater and 
wastewater, expecting to alleviate pressure on freshwater supply.4-8 

Currently, Reversible electrochemical desalination technologies that 
based on the compensation of electric charge by ionic species are 
promising technologies for saline water treatment because of their 
cyclic efficiency and reversibility, but most of them are suffered from 
Iow-removal capacity, efficiency and rate.9, 10 Capacitive deionization 
(CDI) worked on electrostatic adsorption via electrochemical double-
layer capacitance theory and Faraday Redox reaction are also 
prosperously developed to treat industrial saline water, desalinate 
seawater and water-soluble radioactive wastewater, but the high 
concentration of total dissolved solids (TDS) and high fouling 
potential of industrial saline wastewater are two major challenges in 
CDI process, especially when desalination of high saline 
wastewater.11, 12 Besides, reverse osmosis (RO) membrane 
technology is also regarded as the most energy-efficient desalination 
technology, accounting for 60% of global desalination capacity, 
because the liquid water does not undergo a phase transition with 

low energy consumption. Traditional thermally driven technologies, 
such as multi-effect distillation (MED) and multi-stage flash (MSF), 
account for another 34%.3, 13-15 Despite the popularity of RO 
technology, its energy source and high-quality electrical power is not 
conducive to reduce the carbon footprint of desalination systems. 
Additionally, RO is also challenged to desalinate high-salinity brines 
(excess of 80 g kg-1) due to the increased osmotic pressure. 
Therefore, large quantities of wastewaters containing concentrated 
pollutants will be discharged. While for the traditional thermal 
techniques (e.g., MED and MSF), although high-salinity wastewater 
can be treated, these techniques are powered by high-grade heat 
energy (temperature generally higher than 70 oC). Unfortunately, the 
global waste heat is generally of much lower temperature, classified 
as low-grade heat. For instance, around 95% of waste heat from 
thermal power plants is below 42 oC and most naturally collected 
solar heat energy is also estimated to be below 50 oC.3 Therefore, it 
is urgently needed to develop a more sustainable desalination 
strategy capable of harvesting low-grade heat energy. 

In recent years, an interesting class of interfacial distillation 
technology using evaporators with micrometer-sized pores, porous  

 
Fig. 1. Qualitative comparison of porous interfacial distillation (PID) with established 

desalination technologies across a wide variety of desalination performance metrics. 

Technologies include reverse osmosis (RO), traditional thermal methods (multi-effect 

distillation and multi-stage flash). Three stars refer to excellent performance, and one 

star indicates poor performance. 
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interface distillation (PID), draws particular attention for 
desalination.16-19 Steam is generated at the hotter air-water-
evaporator three-phase interface and subsequently transferred 
through the colder air, driven by the vapor pressure gradient caused 
by the temperature difference. The porous structure in the 
evaporators provides low resistance paths for vapor diffusion or 
extends the air-water interface to improve vaporization efficiency. 
Since the temperature difference is the primary driving factor, low-
grade heat can serve as an energy source to realize distillation 
desalination. PID excels itself in many aspects compared with 
conventional desalination methods (Fig. 1). PID can employ low-
grade waste-heat energy to treat high-salinity brines (excess of 80 g 
kg-1), which can not only lower the carbon footprint of the 
desalination process but also lead to additional environmental 
benefits.3 Additionally, PID can altogether reject the non-volatile 
solutes, including H3BO3 and then produce high-quality water, which 
is a challenge for RO.20-23 Besides, PID has a relatively small areal 
footprint than other thermal desalination technologies and is highly 
suitable for small-scale and emergency desalination applications, 
because of its highly compact configuration and easy-to-deploy 
feature.24, 25 

In fact, PID is not a new desalination technology. Its history 
dates back to the 1960s, when the first patent was issued in 1963 and 
the first journal article was published in 1967.26, 27 PID technologies 
are divided into two categories according to working principles, 
which are respectively based on hydrophobic evaporators and 

hydrophilic evaporators (Fig. 2a). On the one hand, from the 1960s 
to around 2016, only hydrophobic porous membrane evaporators 
were applied in PID desalination processes due to the effective 
separation of clean vapor and polluted water. Water vapor can pass 
through the air-filled hydrophobic pores with low resistance, while 
the solutes and liquid water are rejected by waterproofing interface, 
thus achieving separation (Fig. 2a). Habitually, the hydrophobic PID 
was named membrane distillation (MD).28, 29 On the other hand, from 
around 2016, researchers also began to pay attention to hydrophilic 
porous evaporators. The water-infiltrated hydrophilic evaporators 
can extend the air-water interface, promote heat transfer and then 
improve vaporization efficiency (Fig. 2a).30, 31 Hydrophilic PID has no 
inherent separation ability, and thus commonly works in upward air-
gap evaporation is in-situ generated by the photothermal effect of 
the evaporators’ surface, functions in an upward evaporation 
configuration, thus very suitable for hydrophilic evaporators.32 
Facing the energy and freshwater crises, most recently, in order to 
further qualify PID for sustainable desalination, energy utilization 
(distillation efficiency) and durable operation are becoming the two 
critical issues. It was revealed that individual wettable evaporators 
with unique structures were dramatically effective in improving 
distillation performance. For instance, hydrophobic evaporators with 
special wettability (omniphobic, asymmetrically superwettable, 
superhydrophobic/slippery, etc.) and low-tortuosity porous 
structure were explored to enhance the antiwetting, antifouling, 
anti-scaling and water production performance of hydrophobic 

 

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic evaporation diagram in hydrophobic and hydrophilic evaporators. (b) The development history and trend of the PID based hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic porous evaporators.30, 31, 33, 34 Reproduced with permission from ref. 30. Copyright 2017, National Academy of Sciences. Reproduced with permission from 

ref. 31. Copyright 2017, Elsevier. Reproduced with permission from ref. 33. Copyright 2014, Elsevier. Reproduced with permission from ref. 34. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. 
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PID;33, 35 hydrophilic evaporators with superhydrophilicity or 
exclusive interaction with water molecules were designed to 
improve energy utilization and durable performance of hydrophilic 
PID (Fig. 2b).30, 31 By far, there are several reviews on individual 
hydrophobic PID (MD) and hydrophilic PID in literature.3, 36-38 
However, a comprehensive overview of PID (including both 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic PIDs) from the perspective of special 
wettability is still missing. Moreover, because of the different 
working modes of hydrophobic and hydrophilic PIDs, there is an 
urgent need to sort out the diverse design principles of special 
wettability and their relationships with the evaporator performance. 
Therefore, this review is aimed to provide such a panoramic 
discussion on porous evaporator design with special wettability and 
their performances for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic PIDs 
towards low-grade heat-driven sustainable water desalination. In 
Section 2 and 3, we will separately summarize the recent progress of 
the hydrophobic and hydrophilic porous evaporators with special 
wettability, which focuses on material designs to improve distillation 
efficiency and long-term durability. Moreover, recent challenges and 
prospects of PID are also presented in this review. 

The recent ten years have witnessed the ever-growing 
development of PID based hydrophobic porous evaporators towards 
sustainable desalination. In hydrophobic PID, the hydrophobic 
evaporators act as the media for vapor transportation, which cannot 
be too thick to hinder the mass transfer. Therefore, the hydrophobic 
evaporators are generally manufactured into membrane-shape 
materials with separation function, and the corresponding processes 
are named membrane distillation (MD).39-41 In the early stage, some 
commercial hydrophobic microfiltration membranes were first used 
for MD, but most of them are generally suboptimal due to their 
circuitous porous structure hindering vapor transfer and poor 
surface chemical features threatening by complicated water quality. 
In recent ten years, the flourishing research attentions were focused 
on problem-oriented design, especially on optimizing the structure 
of hydrophobic membranes to improve evaporation efficiency 
(water flux) and superwettable surface construction to overcome 
membrane fouling, membrane water-wetting, salt scaling and thus 
achieve operation durability.17, 20, 42 Therefore, in this section, we will 
review the progress of hydrophobic porous membrane evaporators 
design for improving evaporation efficiency and durability. 

2. Hydrophobic porous evaporators 

2.1. Improvement of evaporation efficiency 

2.1.1. Design principle 

The structure of the hydrophobic membrane is a crucial factor that 
affects the evaporation efficiency (water flux) of hydrophobic PID 
(MD), which can be described by mathematical equations. Generally, 
the flux of steam across an MD membrane is driven by a difference 
in the partial vapor pressure (PF-PP) between the feed side and the 
permeate side. The partial vapor pressure is induced by a different 
temperature across the membrane (TF-TP).43, 44 The water flux of MD 
membrane can be expressed as a function of membrane properties 
as Equation (1):45-48 
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In this equation, J is the mass transfer flux, B is the permeability 
coefficient of a hydrophobic membrane that could be affected by the  

 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the membrane characteristics, including membrane 

porosity, thickness, material thermal conductivity. They together affect the 

membrane performances of the hydrophobic PID (MD). 

membrane porosity (ε), tortuosity (τ), and the thickness (dm). Dwa is 
the molecular diffusion coefficient of water vapor in the air, and DwK 
is the Knudsen diffusion coefficient of water vapor in the membrane 
matrix; Rw is the specific gas constant of water, and T is the mean 
temperature of the membrane. Herein, (Dwa/DwK) represents the 
diffusion coefficient ratio, which is inversely proportional to the 
membrane nominal pore diameter (dp) when operated at a fixed 
temperature.49 As can be seen from Equation (1), the water flux of a 
hydrophobic membrane can be significantly enhanced by increasing 
its porosity and nominal pore diameter or by reducing tortuosity and 
thickness of the membrane, as shown in Fig. 3.  

An ideal hydrophobic membrane equipped with a low 
resistance to the transport of water vapor should meanwhile have 
high resistance to conductive heat transfer.50 The heat and mass 
transfer simultaneously occur in the MD process. The resistance to 
heat transfer includes three sections: the hydrodynamic boundary 
layers at the feed side and permeate side, and the membrane 
resistance, which can be expressed by Equation (2).51, 52 
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− − −                    (2) 
The parameter hm indicates the heat transfer coefficient of a 
hydrophobic membrane, ΔH is the vaporization enthalpy of water at 
TP, and ΔcP is the difference between the isobaric specific heat 
capacity of liquid water and water vapor. The combined thermal 
conduction coefficient of the membrane is defined as the thermal 

conduction coefficient of the membrane (k
_

) divided by its thickness. 

Meanwhile, k
_

 is co-determined by the thermal conduction of the 
membrane (km), porosity (ε), and the thermal conductivities of the 

gas trapped in the membrane pores (kg): k=kg+(1-)km.3 From the 
above presentation, increasing membrane porosity and the 
membrane thickness or reducing membrane thermal conductivity 
can significantly decrease the conductive component of the heat 
transfer coefficient. Overall, based on the above two equations, we 
can conclude that optimizing the hydrophobic membranes with high 
porosity, large pore size, low tortuosity, and adequate membrane 
thickness will play vital roles in obtaining high evaporation efficiency. 

2.1.2. Mass and heat transfer management  

High porosity, interconnected pore structure and low touristy of MD 

membrane would result in low resistance to water vapor transfer, thus 

finally leading to a large water flux.3, 35, 53, 54 To date, the most crucial 

factor determining the porous structure of a hydrophobic PID 

membrane should be the fabrication method.28, 42, 55, 56 In recent years, 
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it has been well-recognized that an increase in hydrophobicity (e.g., 

superhydrophobicity) would slow the rate of crack formation and the 

capillary attraction of the water into the pore, thus reducing the pore 

water wicking and wetting and then maintaining the separation ability 

of the hydrophobic membrane. Therefore, low-surface-energy 

hydrophobic polymers (10 ~ 30×10-3 mN m-1) were frequently applied 

to fabricate porous hydrophobic or even superhydrophobic 

membranes for MD application, such as polytetrafluoroethylene 

(PTFE), polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF), polyvinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropylene 

(PVDF-HFP), etc.20, 26, 55, 57-60 To process those polymers, the 

fabrication methods mainly include melt-blown, phase-inversion and 

electrospinning. 

Melt-blown and phase-inversion are traditional methods with 

their advantages and disadvantages. PTFE, PP and PE show 

characterizations of high crystallization and non-polarity, which can 

only be processed via thermally induced phase-inversion and melt-

blown methods by dissolving them in diluents under the condition at 

a high temperature over Tm, which is particularly wasteful of 

energy.61-64 Besides, the pore size of conventional melt-blown 

membranes ranging from microns to tens of microns is difficult to 

satisfy the requirement of the MD membrane due to the lower 

separation efficiency.20, 65 Unlike the crystalline polymers such as PP, 

PE, and PTFE, the semi-crystalline polymers (e.g., PVDF) can be 

easily dissolved in some polar solvent such as N, N- 

dimethylformamide (DMF), N, N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc), n-

methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), acetone, tetrahydrofuran (THF), etc.66-

70 Thus, the phase-inversion product including the flat sheet 

membrane and hollow fiber membrane obtained by the exchange of 

the solvent in the homogeneous polymer solution with the non-solvent 

was considered as the simplest, cheapest as well as the most energy-

efficient for hydrophobic interconnected porous membrane 

preparation. Meanwhile, the porosity of traditional phase-inversion 

membranes can reach 70-80%, which can guarantee the evaporation 

surface area or channels for steam transmission.57, 71 However, the 

phase-inversion membranes with comparatively high tortuosity 

impede steam transformation and thus decrease the membrane water 

flux, as shown in Fig. 4a (i). It is worth noting that the water flux of 

the PID can be dramatically improved by decreasing the tortuosity of 

membrane evaporators.72-75 The leading cause for the difference of 

 

Fig. 4. a) Membrane design for simultaneous increasing membrane porosity and 

decreasing tortuosity for maximal steam transformation. The insets of (i), (ii) and 

(iii) respectively illustrate the FE-SEM images of the phase-inversion membrane 

(PVDF flat-sheet membrane), melt-blown membrane (glass fiber membrane) and 

electrospinning membrane (polyvinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene 

(PVDF-HFP) nanofibrous membranes). b) Comparison of the permeation flux of the 

hydrophobic porous membranes fabricated from different processes.16, 18, 33, 54, 55, 

57, 72-75 Reproduced with permission from ref. 16. Copyright 2016, American 

Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission from ref. 33. Copyright 2014, 

American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission from ref. 50. Copyright 

2015, American Chemical Society.  

membrane tortuosity lies in the differentiation of membrane pore-

forming mechanism. Generally, the phase-inversion membranes 

obtained by immersing the polymer solution in a non-solvent bath, 

then the polymer rapidly precipitates out at the interface, finally 

forming a porous membrane with high tortuosity. While the melt-

blown method could facilely fabricate low-tortuosity porous 

membranes with interconnected pores by accumulating fibers with a 

few microns to dozens of microns, but the membranes with large pore 

size were disadvantageous for hydrophobic PID membranes as shown 

in Fig. 4a (ii). 

Electrospinning, as another method utilizing high voltage, is 

considered as one of the powerful and efficient methods to fabricate 

continuous fibers for constructing a non-woven structured 

nanofibrous membrane with high porosity, interconnected pores, 

narrow pore size distribution as well as low tortuosity, as shown in 

Fig. 4a (iii). The electrospinning nanofibrous membrane shows 

comparable water flux with the melt-blown fibrous membrane, which 

is higher than traditional phase-inversion membranes, as shown in 

Fig. 4b. Besides, the average pore size and pore size distribution of 

the membrane are critical parameters for the performance of 

hydrophobic PID because adequate pore size can well balance the 

membrane permeate flux and pore wetting resistance.76-80 It is 

suggested that the pore size of the hydrophobic membrane is generally 

in the range from 0.1 to 1 μm, and the optimal membrane size should 

be less than 0.5 μm, which can effectively prevent membrane 

wetting.19, 81 Owing to the unique characteristics of electrospun 

nanofibrous membranes with narrow pore size distribution and low 

tortuosity, the products fabricated by electrospinning combined with 

some special surface modification are generally considered as 

promising candidates for potential application in MD.82-84  

The thickness of membranes also significantly impacts the 

efficiency of MD because thicker membranes have higher mass 

transfer resistance, resulting in a lower permeate flux.85, 86 Generally, 

the vapor flux initially increases with decreasing membrane thickness. 

However, a thinner membrane also reduces the thermal resistance 

resulting in a lower interface temperature difference, and the heat loss 

becomes dominant, which starts declining as a result of conduction 

losses when thickness goes below an optimal value.86, 87 Despite that 

the MD membrane has no strict requirement in mechanical strength, 

super-thin membranes can be easily destroyed by liquid flow. Thus, 

the adequate thickness of MD membranes should be strictly controlled 

to balance between permeate flux, thermal resistance as well as 

mechanical strength. Previous literature has reported that the optimal 

thickness of the hydrophobic MD membrane is ranging from 30-60 

μm depending on the system size and MD module and configuration.39 

The preparation of ultrathin and self-standing hydrophobic MD 

membranes was comparatively tricky. As a result, the routes of the 

surface modification of a hydrophilic layer on one side of thick 

hydrophobic membrane surface or simple overlay of function layers 

are generally employed to balance the above trade-off.87-91 The 

concept of dual-layer hydrophobic/hydrophilic Janus MD membranes 

was first introduced in the early 90’s. Khayet and Matsuura et al. 

utilized the migration of hydrophobic macromolecules to the 

membrane surface to obtain flat-sheet hydrophilic-hydrophobic 

membranes.88 Woo et al. fabricated a dual-layer nanofiber nonwoven 

membrane composed of an active hydrophobic PVDF-HFP layer with 

the different supporting hydrophilic layer made of either polyvinyl 

alcohol (PVA), nylon-6 (N6), or polyacrylonitrile (PAN).92 In the 

above configurations, the introduction of hydrophilic layers can 

effectively reduce the thickness of the hydrophobic vapor transfer 

layer, but meanwhile, bring a slight influence on the mechanical 

properties and thermal resistance of the whole membrane 

evaporators.86 In other words, the design of the asymmetrical 

superwettable MD membrane aimed at simultaneously solving the 

contradiction between the thickness of the active layer, heat 

conduction and the mechanical strength of the MD membrane. 

(b)

Hydrophobic porous

membrane 

(i) 1 μm

Phase-inversion 

membrane 

(b)

(a)
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In addition to controlling the pore structure, membrane porosity, 

and membrane thickness, decreasing the thermal conductivity of the 

MD membrane may become a viable direction to improve the thermal 

efficiency of MD technology further. However, maybe due to the 

similar thermal conductivity of the different organic polymer 

materials, it attracted little attention in reducing the thermal 

conductivity of a hydrophobic MD membrane. Since a ceramic 

material generally possesses extremely high thermal insulation, 

construction of ceramic membranes with excellent hydrophobic 

property, appropriate thickness, and porous structure may provide a 

promising route to overcome the thermal loss problem during MD.  

2.2 Control of wetting, fouling and scaling  

Hydrophobic evaporators used for PID are severely threatened by 

membrane wetting, fouling and scaling, which directly affect the 

membrane durability during the treatment of the challenging 

feedwaters.93-97 Membrane wetting, triggered by hot feedwater with 

low-surface-tension contaminants, could seriously destroy the 

membrane hydrophobicity after the long-term operation, resulting in 

the rapid infiltration of the feedwater into the hydrophobic membrane 

pores.18, 29 Membrane fouling is related to the hydrophobic 

contaminants such as oil droplets.98-101 The hydrophobic foulants can 

easily accumulate onto the hydrophobic membrane surface and wick 

into the membrane pores owing to the underwater strong 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction, finally preventing the transfer 

of vapor across the membrane.94, 102-104 The scaling problem is caused 

by the high concentration of salts in water, which gradually transforms 

from dissolution to crystallization state during the desalination 

process, resulting in the enhanced erosion of the hydrophobic 

membrane by accumulating/inlaying of salts on/into the membrane 

pores.105-107 Recently, the surface chemical modification method was 

well-recognized as the dominant strategy to overcome the above 

problems. Here, the hydrophobic membrane evaporators with special 

wettability are summarized, which will reveal the relationship 

between the special surface chemical feature and the resistance to 

wetting, fouling and salt scaling. 

2.2.1. Design for water-wetting resistance  

Regardless of water complexity, constructing superhydrophobic 

surfaces is an effective route to reduce the membrane wetting risk of 

hydrophobic membrane evaporators. To evaluate the wetting 

resistance of a hydrophobic evaporator, the parameter of liquid entry 

pressure (LEP) is introduced, which is the minimum transmembrane 

pressure for the salty feed water to overcome the hydrophobic surface 

and enter the membrane pores. An MD membrane with higher LEP 

can maximally prevent membrane wetting. The Young-Laplace 

equation is commonly used to express the LEP of a cylindrical 

capillary, which can be expressed as Equation (3):108-110 

LEP=
−2𝐶𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃adv

𝑑𝑚𝑎𝑥
                                                                                (3) 

where γ is the surface tension of water, θadv is the advancing water 

contact angle of MD membrane, dmax is the maximal diameter of 

membrane pores, and C is the geometric factor depending on the 

membrane pore geometry. As can be observed from Equation (3), the 

LEP is inversely proportional to the maximal pore size of the 

membrane and proportional to the membrane water contact angle. 

Because decreasing the membranes pore size will render a reduction 

of the evaporation flux and efficiency, constructing superhydrophobic 

materials with extremely high contact angle (CA > 150°) is the 

frequently employed route. In general, the superhydrophobic 

evaporators were prepared by a combination of roughening a 

hydrophobic surface and subsequent modification with low surface 

energy materials. In recent years, inspired by natural structure (e.g., 

lotus leaf) with superhydrophobicity, various methods including the 

deposition of nanoparticles, etching, lithography, sol-gel synthesis, 

 

Fig. 5. a) Schematic illustration of the possible membrane pore wetting against 

surfactants using the common superhydrophobic membrane. b) Contact angle 

measurement and c) the stability of membrane during MD using a hydrophobic 

glass fiber membrane. d) Schematic illustration of the possible resistance of 

membrane pore wetting mechanism using the superhydrophobic-omniphobic 

membrane. e) Contact angle measurement and f) the stability of membrane during 

MD using an omniphobic PVDF membrane.16, 34, 111 Reproduced with permission 

from ref.16. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with 

permission from ref.34. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. Reproduced with permission 

from ref.119. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. 

template-assisted synthesis, and sputter deposition etc., have been 

developed to construct rough nano-surface by using inorganic 

nanoparticles (SiO2, TiO2, et al.), carbon nanotubes and metal oxides 

et al.35, 112-118 Then by combining with chemical modification, the 

superhydrophobic membranes with large LEP and better anti-wetting 

performance were obtained. 

Indeed, the hydrophobic and common superhydrophobic 

membranes are still challenged by the polluted feedwater with organic 

contaminations having different surface tensions, e.g., shale gas 

wastewater. Although the common superhydrophobic membranes 

with interconnected pores show high water flux and excellent wetting 

resistance, the superhydrophobic membrane surfaces are susceptible 

to be wetted by amphiphilic organics with low-surface-tension.73, 74, 

107, 111, 119 On the one hand, the amphiphilic surfactants can be easily 

adsorbed onto the superhydrophobic membrane surface via 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interaction owing to the presence of 

hydrophobic tail moieties. On the other hand, the amphiphilic 

surfactants lowering the saline water surface tension γ and 

accumulating at the air-liquid interface result in the wetting of the 

superhydrophobic membrane.93-95 A schematic illustration of the 

possible membrane pore wetting mechanism of the hydrophobic 

porous membrane was displayed in Fig. 5a. The hierarchically rough 

membrane showed excellent hydrophobicity but was easily wetted by 

low-surface-tension contaminants, as shown in Fig. 5b. Once the low-

surface-tension sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) wetted the hydrophobic 

surface, the wetted hydrophobic membrane has no resistance to the 

saline water that can quickly infiltrate the membrane pore, finally 

resulting in a sharp decrease in MD desalination efficiency (Fig. 5c). 

Since MD is a promising zero-emission water treatment technology 

for application in seawater desalination or industrial wastewater 

treatment, the application of MD technology to treat challenging 

wastewater that contains low-surface-tension contaminates is highly 

in demand.  

To solve this problem mentioned above, much research has been 

devoted to developing omniphobic interconnected porous membranes 

for durable MD.16, 105, 119-121 The materials not only exhibit super 

waterproofing performance but also present outstanding resistance 

towards various liquid with diverse surface tension, hence providing 

enhanced robustness for MD separation. Similar to common 
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superhydrophobic membranes, omniphobic membranes require 

surface roughness and ultralow interface free energy. However, 

because wetting by low-surface-tension liquids is a 

thermodynamically favorable process for low energy surfaces, 

omniphobic surfaces need a re-entrant structure to develop a local 

kinetic barrier for the transition from the meta-stable Cassie–Baxter 

state to the fully wetting Wenzel state for low-surface-tension liquids. 

Additionally, the water-repellent agents for chemical modification 

often more robust than those applied for a common superhydrophobic 

surface. Usually, fluoroalkylsilane with long chains of fluoroalkyl 

groups were used to graft onto the hierarchical membrane surface to 

obtain the omniphobic membrane. The number of the fluorine atoms 

in the fluoroalkylsilane was generally 17, and also increasing the 

fluorine atoms can gradually enhance the membrane antiwetting 

performance. To date, fluorinated polyhedral oligomeric 

silsesquioxane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane, 

1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctyltrichlorosilane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-

perfluoroalkyltriethoxysilane, 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecanethiol, 

perfluorodecanoic acid and perfluorooctanoic acid can all be 

employed for this application.122-134 Based on the special design, the 

omniphobic membrane can even repel most low-surface-tension 

liquids ranging at 10-20 mN m-1, much better than a traditional 

superhydrophobic counterpart (above 20 mN m-1), thus achieving 

excellent wetting resistance.  

Lin et al. reported the first example of omniphobic membranes 

for application in the anti-wetting MD membrane.111 A schematic 

illustration of the possible resistance of membrane pore wetting 

mechanism using the omniphobic porous membrane is displayed in 

Fig. 5d. The omniphobic membrane can repel all low-surface-tension 

contaminants owing to its extremely low surface energy of the 

membrane surface, thus preventing the MD membrane from being 

wetted. For the omniphobic membrane preparation, an electrostatic 

assembly method combined with surface fluorination was generally 

used to construct an omniphobic membrane surface. Taking glass 

fiber membrane as an example, first, the negatively charged 

borosilicate GF was treated with 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane 

(APTES) in toluene via hydrolysis to obtain a positively charged GF 

at the acidic condition, followed by immersing it in an aqueous 

suspension of silica nanoparticles (SiNPs). The negatively charged 

SiNPs were then assembled onto the GF fiber surface via electrostatic 

attraction and then strengthened by dealing with a toluene solution of 

silicon tetrachloride. Finally, the FAS grafted on the SiNPs via a 

hydrolysis reaction reacts significantly reduced the surface tension of 

a GF membrane after heat treatment at 130 °C for 1 h.16 The 

superhydrophobic-omniphobic membrane shows a hierarchical rough 

fiber surface owing to the aggregation of SiNPs. After being 

fluorinated by FAS, the hydrophilic GF membrane with hierarchical 

roughness turned from hydrophilic to omniphobic, which exhibits a 

significantly improved antiwetting property compared to the 

hydrophobic PTFE membrane, as shown in Fig. 5e. The omniphobic 

membranes with the capacity to repel all low-surface-tension 

contaminants, maintaining robust MD durability, as shown in Fig. 5f. 

The membrane matrixes treated by strong acidic or alkali 

solution at high temperature to form the functional groups could 

destroy the membrane structure, further affecting the robustness of the 

MD membrane and lowering the LEP of the MD membrane. 

Considering the above issue, our research group developed a dual-

bioinspired method to friendly assemble the hierarchically rough 

membrane surface. During the synthesis of the omniphobic polyimide 

(PI) membrane, the dopamine plays dual-functional roles as both the 

adhesive and the starting point to graft positively charged PEI. The 

membrane was first coated by the highly charged 

polydopamine/polyethyleneimine (PDA/PEI) layer. Zeta potential of 

PDA/PEI@PI membrane reveals the successful decoration of the 

highly positive charged PDA/PEI layer on the PI nanofiber surface. 

After that, the positively charged PI fibrous membrane was then 

immersed in the negatively charged Ludox SM for 3 h in acetate 

buffer at pH=4.5 with an ionic strength of ∼1 mM. The SiNPs can 

uniformly and compactly decorate on the PI nanofiber surface. After 

fluorination, the composite membrane shows omniphobicity towards 

various low-surface-tension liquids via contact angle measurement. 

Significantly, the dual-bioinspired method is a versatile method for 

materials roughness construction regardless of the materials 

composition, being organic materials, inorganic materials or metal 

materials.29  

2.2.2. Design for fouling resistance  

Except for the water-wetting phenomenon of hydrophobic membranes 

during the PID process, the non-polar contaminants such as oils with 

ultralow surface energy can be easily absorbed onto the hydrophobic 

or omniphobic membrane surfaces to cause fouling problem via 

hydrophobic-hydrophobic interactions after the long-time 

operation.99, 135 Although the hierarchical micro/nanostructures of a 

superhydrophobic or superhydrophobic-omniphobic surface offer a 

kinetic barrier preventing the penetration of non-polar contaminants 

into membrane pores, the accumulation of these hydrophobic 

contaminants on the membrane surface underwater could block the 

membrane pores, finally reducing the membrane permeability.119, 136 

Inspired by the features of marine creatures such as fish scales, it was 

demonstrated that a hydrophilic surface layer in combination with a 

hierarchically rough structure could maximally overcome the 

hydrophobic contaminant fouling due to the preferential affinity for 

water.137-142 Meanwhile, the construction of multi-scaled roughness 

on the membrane surface, according to the Cassie-Baxter equation, 

was also adapted to the underwater oleophobic surfaces since the 

trapped air in the pores was replaced by water.143, 144 However, for an 

MD process, the hydrophilic membrane surface for preventing 

membrane fouling and hydrophobic membrane surface for avoiding 

saline water permeation seems to be a contradictory requirement.  

To solve this problem, an asymmetrically superwettable 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic Janus membrane where an ultrathin 

hydrophilic layer was deposited onto the hydrophobic membrane 

surface was first proposed by Wang et al. to prevent membrane 

fouling.98 Once the hydration layer formed onto the hydrophobic 

membrane surface, the hydrophobic contaminants were difficult to 

replace the infiltrated water owing to the comparable high liquid 

surface tension. Thus, the hydrophilic layer acts as a block wall to 

hinder the transport of non-polar contaminants to the membrane 

surface. Meanwhile, the saline water can permeate the hydrophilic 

layer without any barrier and vaporize at the hydrophobic membrane 

surface, further permeating across the hydrophobic membrane and 

condensing at the cold side. However, owing to the hydrophobic 

rather than omniphobic PVDF membrane surface, those mentioned 

above hydrophilic/hydrophobic Janus membrane surface with 

asymmetrical wettability is also proven to be wetted by low-surface-

tension hydrophilic contaminants. To simultaneously solve the 

membrane wetting and fouling resulted from the low-surface-tension 

hydrophobic and hydrophilic contaminants, the omniphobic 

membrane surface in combination with a hydrophilic skin layer was 

successfully fabricated.136 Schematic illustration of the possible 

simultaneous resistance of membrane pore wetting and fouling 

mechanism using the hydrophilic/omniphobic Janus membrane is 

shown in Fig. 6a. The surfactant stabilized oil-in-saline water 

emulsion was first demulsified at the hydrophilic skin layer of the 

hydrophilic/omniphobic Janus membrane surface. Then the saline 

water with hydrophilic contaminates permeated and evaporated at the 

omniphobic membrane surface, while the omniphobic membrane with 

the capacity to resist the low-surface-tension contaminants. The 

synergistic effect of the hydrophobic skin layer and the omniphobic 
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membrane substrate can simultaneously resist membrane wetting and 

fouling for MD. 

 

Fig. 6. a) Schematic illustration of the possible simultaneous resistance of 

membrane wetting and fouling mechanism using the hydrophilic/omniphobic 

Janus membrane. Schematic illustration of a two general method to fabricate 

hydrophilic skin layer onto the omniphobic membrane surface, b) spraying using 

an air-driven spray gun and c) spraying using electrospraying. FE-SEM images of 

hydrophilic skin layer fabricated via spraying using d) air-driven spray gun and e) 

electrospraying method, respectively. (the inset in e showing the underwater oil 

contact angle of electrosprayed hydrophilic skin layer) Comparison of the 

resistance of membrane wetting and fouling when treating the surfactant 

stabilized oil-in-saline water microemulsion of relevant membranes after MD 

operation, f) air-driven spray gun method and g) electrospraying method.34, 70, 136 

Reproduced with permission from ref.34. Copyright 2020, Elsevier. Reproduced 

with permission from ref.74. Copyright 2018, Elsevier. Reproduced with 

permission from ref.136. Copyright 2017, American Chemical Society. 

In order to improve the water flux, the electrospun fibrous 

membrane with high porosity, control pore size, and adequate 

thickness is recognized as the optimal candidate for application in 

MD.145-147 However, for a Janus membrane fabrication, scientists have 

focused on how to make a breathable and asymmetrically 

superwettable Janus membrane for maximal vapor transformation 

across the omniphobic membrane. Generally, the fabrication of Janus 

membranes can be done in two approaches: asymmetric decoration 

and asymmetric fabrication.148, 149. The asymmetric decoration is 

relatively difficult because the decoration side of the membrane 

should not wet the opposite wettable side during preparation, which 

significantly increases the difficulty of preparing an asymmetrically 

wettable Janus membrane. Thus, the most straightforward approach is 

to perfectly combine the hydrophilic layer with the omniphobic 

membrane without defects. In the initial stage of fabricating the 

asymmetrically superwettable Janus membrane, Huang et al. made 

utilization of spraying coating technique depositing a hydrophilic 

layer on a hydrophobic/omniphobic membrane surface; however, the 

breathability of the Janus membrane was severely sacrificed because 

the composite hydrophilic solution was complicated to uniformly 

dispersed on the hydrophobic/omniphobic membrane surface as 

shown in the schematic diagram of Fig. 6b.136 More importantly, the 

agglomerates severely limited the transfer of vapor across the 

hydrophobic membrane, thus decreasing the permeation water flux. 

Recently, our group reported a sequential electrospinning and 

electrospraying technique to obtain an asymmetrically superwettable 

Janus nanofibrous membrane.70 First, necklace-structured PVDF 

membrane substrates were fabricated via electrospinning of a 

LiCl/PVDF solution. Second, the Janus skin layer with asymmetric 

superwettability was prepared via a sequential electrospraying 

technique using the prepared F-SiO2@PVDF-HFP/PS and 

SiO2@PAN solutions. Owing to the strong electrostatic interaction 

and unevaporated solvents during electrospinning, the triple layers of 

the Janus membrane can be bind compactly without stratification. The 

PVDF nanofibrous membrane acted as membrane substrate also 

showed a hierarchical roughness structure via regulating the 

electrospinning solution. Unlike the general method using the air-

driven spray gun for hydrophilic layer coating, the electrosprayed 

beads-on-string structured superhydrophilic skin layer on the 

membrane substrate cannot block the membrane pores as 

schematically shown in Fig. 6c, guaranteeing the vapor transformed 

across the omniphobic membrane without obstacles. FE-SEM images 

of the above two methods for preparing the hydrophilic skin layer on 

the omniphobic Janus membrane are also shown in Fig. 6 d and e. The 

spraying of hydrophilic CTS-PFO/SiNPs onto the omniphobic PVDF 

fibrous membrane could seriously destroy the omniphobic membrane 

pores, thus significantly enhancing the membrane tortuosity and 

decreasing the water flux of the hydrophilic/omniphobic Janus 

membrane. Moreover, the hydrophilic layer also behaved unstable 

after 2 h of operation, and the curve decreased obviously after 10 h of 

MD operation, which was triggered by the swelling of the hydrophilic 

layer, as shown in Fig. 6f. Instead, the electrospraying of SiO2@PAN 

skin layer onto the omniphobic substrate can maintain robust 

breathability of the hydrophilic/omniphobic Janus membrane and 

show an extremely high underwater oil contact angle of 166°, which 

shows robust anti-oil fouling resistance as shown in Fig. 6g.70 The 

breathable and asymmetrically superwettable Janus membrane 

showed high water flux, good salt rejection efficiency, as well as 

excellent stability.  

Fouling is a persistent problem where contaminants deposit on 

the membrane surface or inlaid in the membrane pores and could be 

detrimental to the membrane separation flux and efficiency.95, 96 In the 

present development, most of the hydrophobic MD reports in the 

literature focused on how to increase membrane flux and rejection 

efficiency, but very few works report an in-depth study of the fouling 

mechanism during the MD desalination process. In the future, 

understanding the fouling phenomenon and the formation mechanism 

of the evaporators under different water conditions should be the 

primary step to solve the membrane fouling problem.  

2.2.3. Design for scaling resistance  

If MD is applied for the high salinity wastewater treatment, membrane 

scaling may become a major and unavoidable technical challenge 

because the feed solution will eventually become oversaturated.150-152 

The formation of mineral scales deposited on the membrane surface 

or inlaid in the membrane pores can both induce scaling that reduced 

water flux and amplify wetting that reduced salts' rejection efficiency. 

A schematic illustration of the possible anti-scaling behavior over the 

superhydrophobic membrane with a slippery surface is shown in Fig. 

7a. According to the Cassie-Baxter modes, the hierarchically 

roughened membrane with a superhydrophobic surface reduced the 

contact area between the liquid and the solid contact area greatly 

reduced the area of the interfacial crystallization at the water-solid 

interface. The superhydrophobic membrane surface with minimum 

pinning (slippery surface) could effectively reduce the overall 

adhesive interaction between the crystallized layer and the membrane 

surface, contributing to less deposition and formation of crystal 

particles in the membrane pores. Instead, the 

superhydrophobic/hydrophobic membranes without slippery surfaces 

are more susceptible to membrane scaling because of their high 

adhesive force toward high salinity water. Recently, Xiao et al. 

investigated a slippery mechanism to understand the scaling behavior 

in membrane distillation for NaCl. They first designed a novel 

superhydrophobic PVDF membrane with micro-pillar arrays (MP-

PVDF) using a micromolding phase separation method in 

combination with CF4 plasma treatment.153, 154 The resultant 

membrane showed a high water contact angle of 175.57 ± 1.3° and a 

sliding angle of 3.0°, which displayed excellent anti-scaling in 

concentrating the saturated NaCl feed, as shown in Fig. 7b. Instead, 

both the MP-PVDF membrane without fluorination (high water 

contact angle, high sliding water angle) and the C-PVDF membrane 

(low water contact angle, high sliding water angle) can be easily 

scaled owing to their high adhesive toward high salinity water. It was  
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Fig. 7. a) Schematic illustration of the possible antiscaling and scaling mechanisms 

of the superhydrophobic membrane with and without slippery surfaces. b) The 

desalination performances of relevant membranes and c) photographs of relevant 

membranes after concentration of the high salinity NaCl solution.153 Reproduced 

with permission from ref.153. Copyright 2019, Elsevier. 

also found that the scaling of the MP-PVDF membrane was mainly 

occurred at the membrane surface, while for the C-PVDF membrane, 

the liquid was penetrated the membrane pores. Besides the phase 

separation method, the electrospinning and electrospraying approach 

also contribute to scaling-resistant superhydrophobic/slippery 

membrane evaporator. Lin’s group fabricated an electrospun 

membrane with both robust anti-scaling performance and higher water 

flux (about 27.4 L m-2 h-1),155 which was far higher than that of the 

phase conversion membrane (17.0 L m-2 h-1) under the similar 

desalination condition. Moreover, the mechanism of scaling 

resistance enabled by the superhydrophobic and slippery electrospun 

membrane was also be systematically discussed, mainly due to the 

roles of the surface-bound air layer in reducing the crystal-membrane 

contact area, nucleation propensity, and ion-membrane contact time. 

The high salinity wastewater is generally complex in 

composition. The gypsum scaling during MD is trickier than that of 

NaCl. In 2018, Karanikola et al. initially found that when treating the 

gypsum solution, the superhydrophobic and slippery membrane 

surface can delay the gypsum scaling during desalination compared to 

the pristine PVDF membrane and the modified PVDF membranes. 

However, both flux decline and pore wetting had occurred, 

demonstrating the superhydrophobic and slippery membrane surface 

can only delay but not eliminate gypsum scaling.120 Similar results 

were also demonstrated by Su and Xiao et al. .154, 155 The exact 

mechanism underlying these different scaling behaviors between 

NaCl and gypsum is still unclear at this stage and needs further 

elucidation. To better improve the membrane gypsum scaling 

resistance, Horseman et al. developed a superhydrophobic and 

slippery membrane surface combined with a gas purging technique to 

effectively mitigate gypsum scaling in MD, enabling MD to 

concentrate a highly saline feed stream by 5-fold without suffering 

flux decline.156 Currently, periodic purging may become the optimal 

and effective method in removing the deposited gypsum particles 

on/into the membrane surface/pores since the superhydrophobic and 

slippery membrane surface could effectively minimize but not 

eliminate the formation of crystal “anchors” within the membrane 

pores. A similar result was also confirmed by Ye et al. .157 

2.3 Self-heating superhydrophobic evaporators  

Besides optimizing the water flux and durability, managing the energy 

input by evaporator design should be another critical strategy to 

promote evaporation energy efficiency. In general cases, low-quality 

waste heat is expected to drive the MD process, leading to an energy-

effective result for desalination, but waste heat sources are accessible 

only in some special districts in the world. So, in order to expand the 

application of MD with high energy efficiency, searching for proper 

heating routes is attracting ever-growing research attentions. In recent 

years, researchers have begun to focus on the self-heating evaporators, 

which can in-situ generate localized low-grade heat by Joule heating 

effect or photothermal heating effect at the evaporator interface to 

drive distillation.158, 159 This interfacial self-heating route can reduce 

membrane temperature polarization or obtain higher thermal recovery 

compared to the bulk heating system driven by high-quality electric 

energy. Joule heating works by the resistance of a conductor to 

electron flow producing thermal energy. For Joule heated 

hydrophobic membrane, the membrane surface is modified by a 

conductive material with proper resistance (e.g., carbon nanotubes, 

graphene hybrid architectures, and metal nanowires).160, 161 When an 

electric current is applied across the conductive layer, the resistance 

to electron flow, such as ohmic heating or resistive heating can 

produce thermal energy for liquid water evaporation on the membrane 

surface. Unlike Joule heating, photothermal heating utilizes light 

absorbers for capturing the light of the solar spectrum and then 

convert solar energy to thermal energy.162, 163 The in-situ produced 

heat evaporates the liquid water on the hydrophobic membrane 

surface, then promotes the vaporized steam transferred through the 

hydrophobic membrane pores and subsequently be collected at the 

cold side. 

2.3.1. Photothermal superhydrophobic evaporators 

The investigation of MD driven by interfacial photothermal heating 

began in around 2015.164 Generally, the reported photothermal MD 

processes can be classified into two types: photothermal direct contact 

membrane distillation (P-DCMD) and photothermal air gap 

membrane distillation (P-AGMD). In the P-DCMD application, some 

kinds of photothermal materials with robust light adsorbing properties 

were developed and combined with the superhydrophobic 

membranes, such as carbon-based materials, plasmonic materials, 

conjugated polymers, and organic dyes. Here, the working mechanism 

of the photothermal materials will not be discussed, which will be 

talked later in the next section on hydrophilic evaporators. We will 

pay our main attention to the design of the photothermal DCMD 

membranes. To date, there are three configurations of the 

photothermal DCMD membranes, e.g., blending type, coating type, 

and bi-layer type. (i) In the blending type, photothermal nanomaterials 

were dissolved or dispersed into the polymer casting solution. After 

the membrane formation, the photothermal components were in-situ 

incorporated in the membrane matrixes. For example, Curcio et al. 

fabricated a superhydrophobic PVDF MD membrane filled with silver 

nanoparticles by the blending method. Under the illumination of UV 

light at 366 nm of 500 W, the membrane surface temperature was 23 

K greater than the bulk water, which resulted in an 11 fold increase of 

the transmembrane water flux, with 0.5 M NaCl being the feed 

water.165 The blending type had the advantage of uniform distribution 

of the photothermal species embedded throughout the pores of the 

membranes but was suffering from the drawback of limited content of 

photothermal components. If the photothermal materials were in low 

content, the illumination would be shield by the polymer; and when 

the excessive dosage of the photothermal materials was added, the 

mechanical properties of the membrane matrixes will be threatened. 

(ii) In the coating configuration, the as-prepared MD membranes were 

immersed in the solution with photothermal species. Afterward, the 

photothermal species permeated and then attached into the membrane 

pores due to some interface physical or chemical interaction. For 

instance, Fujiwara et al. designed a series of organic dyes modified 

MD membranes by a coating method.166-168 The method can control 

the loading contents of the organic dyes but may hinder by the 

relatively narrow light absorbance in the entire solar spectrum of the 

organic molecules. Therefore, complicated dye formula was often 

required to enhance light utilization.167 (iii) While in the bilayer 

configuration, a thin sheet of photothermal materials was connected 

to the hydrophobic membranes. For instance, Li et al. reported a 
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carbon black or SiO2/Au nano-shells covered superhydrophobic MD 

membrane in 2017 through deposition method, which delivered an up 

to 33% increase in distillate flux when irradiated at 1000 W m−2.169 

Later, Halas et al. together with Li demonstrated another bi-layered 

MD membrane structure consisting of a thin photothermal layer of 

carbon black impregnated polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) electrospun film 

and the superhydrophobic layer of PVDF membrane.30 The two layers 

were tightly connected by the adhesive function of polydopamine 

(PDA). The above two designs by Li et al. had the photothermal 

materials only on one side of the MD membranes. The nanophotonics-

enabled solar membrane distillation system was directly and entirely 

driven by solar energy. A pilot-scale device with an active area of ∼1 

× 1 m, when tested outdoor locally at Houston, USA, was able to 

produce an average clean water flux of 0.5 kg m−2 h, under less than 

1 sun (700 W m−2) illumination. Indeed, the study on the photothermal 

DCMD superhydrophobic membrane is just in the beginning. Current 

researches are mainly focused on the concept demonstration and 

combination of photothermal functions with MD membranes. The 

evaporator design to enhance wetting control, fouling resistance, 

water flux, and energy efficiency are highly desired. 

Photothermal membranes for air gap membrane distillation are 

also of research interests. For P-AGMD, the superhydrophobic porous 

evaporators are floated on the water surface and meanwhile kept an 

air gap with the cooling collectors. In this configuration, the wetting 

of the superhydrophobic surface is no longer fatal because it is 

difficult for the liquid feedwater to go through the membrane to 

pollute the clean water due to the gravity factor and the air gap 

protection. Therefore, the pore size of the evaporators for P-AGMD 

can be appropriately enlarged to increase the vapor flux and energy 

efficiency. For instance, Wang’s group fabricated a self-floating 

hydrophobic photothermal mesh by the in-situ polymerization of 

polypyrrole (PPy) onto PID stainless steel (SS), followed by grafting 

fluoroalkylsilane via chemical vapor deposition onto the black 

PPy@SS surface.164 PPy was rationally chosen as the photothermal 

polymer because of its broad-spectrum absorption, high photothermal 

conversion efficiency, and its facile solution-based fabrication, which 

permits a uniform film coating with easy control over the film 

thickness. The surface wettability of the membrane was controlled to 

conform the Wenzel’s wetting behavior, which enabled the membrane 

to spontaneously stay at the water-air interface and allowed for 

sufficient contact with the water surface to precisely heat the 

interfacial water under the solar irradiation. For the large pore size of 

the photothermal mesh (larger than 5 µm), the vapor flux was 0.92 kg 

m-2 h-1 with an efficiency of 58%, under the illumination of 1000 W 

m−2, which was around 4 times than that without a photothermal 

evaporator. Besides, black TiO2-x nanoparticles fabricated by Mg 

reduction were also attached to mesh membranes by a spin coating 

method. After fluorination, a hydrophobic self-floating solar 

evaporation mesh was obtained, which displayed an efficiency of 

50.30% at 1000 W m–2.170 To sum up, in the earlier development of 

photothermal distillation, researchers paid their attention to 

hydrophobic evaporators, with inspirations from the conventional MD 

configuration. In the latest three years, people gradually found that 

heat loss of the P-AGMD was much higher than that of photothermal 

hydrophilic evaporators. Therefore, recent attention is shifting to 

hydrophilic photothermal evaporators for solar distillation, which will 

be detailly discussed in the next section.  

2.3.2. Electric thermal hydrophobic evaporators 

Except for solar-thermal conversion on the superhydrophobic 

evaporator surface, Joule heating utilizing the inelastic collision 

between electrons (the resistance of a conductor to electron flow) to 

produce thermal energy is another method for in-situ thermal heat 

production.159 Carbon nanotubes, owing to its superior thermal 

conductivity with high current densities of 4 × 109 A cm−2 and thermal 

conductivity of 3500 W m−1 K−1, have opened the opportunities for 

efficient exploration of Joule-heating for industrial applications. To 

the best of our knowledge, the low anodic potentials (＜2 Vd.c.) 

applied to the CNT-based heater result in the surface charge and water 

splitting and the low conversion efficiency of electric to thermal. 

Significantly, a CNT-based heater can only serve for non-ionizable 

and non-corrosive environments because direct current providing the 

energy to the CNT surface could result in the rapid electrochemical 

degradation of the CNT-based heater in an ionizable medium.159 

Therefore, novel CNT-based heaters that can simultaneously work in 

the highly ionizable and corrosive conditions for self-heating thermal 

desalination distillation are highly desired.  

Recently, Dudchenko et al. reported a porous thin-film CNT 

Joule heater by layer-by-layer spray coating of a uniform mixture that 

crosslinked the carboxylated CNT with PVA and deposited on a 

superhydrophobic PTFE porous membrane, finally constructing a 

highly conductive, porous and asymmetrically superwettable Janus 

membrane.160 The upper-layer CNT based heater can immediately 

supply thermal energy when a potential across the upper layer of the 

composite membrane is applied. While the hydrophobic PTFE 

membrane takes the role of a conventional MD membrane, preventing 

salty water permeation and allowing the evaporated steam transport 

through the hydrophobic membrane pores. The high-frequency 

alternating current not only can maximally prevent the formation of 

the fully charged EDL depending on the solution ionic strength but 

also generate abundant thermal energy for a large amount of 

production of clean water. Although the energy consumption can be 

further reduced by optimizing the self-healing materials, the 

distillation process, the full-scale MD system, and the heat-recovery 

strategies, the energy efficiency of MD are inherently lower than 

conventional desalination technologies for high-salinity brines.  

For graphene structured carbon like CNTs and graphene, the 

high-frequency alternative current could be one of the optimal 

methods to alleviate the degradation of the CNTs by electrooxidation 

and simultaneously promote enough thermal energy for high 

freshwater production. The high-quality energy consumption may 

become the fatal shortcoming toward Joule-heating using high-

frequency alternative current. Joule heating of membrane surface 

initiated by the electric current can combine with other methods such 

as the above-mentioned photothermal conversion. Recently, Cui et al. 

developed a hybrid heating system by a rational combination of photo-

electro-thermal effect on an all-graphene hybrid architecture.171 The 

solar energy can not only be absorbed fully and converted into heat 

but also can simultaneously be transferred into power utilizing a solar 

cell to further heat up the graphene skeleton frame for a much-

enhanced generation of water vapor. The hybrid photo-electro-

thermal system inherited the excellent characteristics of the 

photothermal conversion. Meanwhile, the introduction of a solar cell 

by converting light to electric power avoided the direct use of high-

quality electrical energy. The hybrid photo-electro-thermal system 

combined with the graphene evaporator achieves a high-water 

production rate of 2.01-2.61 kg m-2 h-1 under solar illumination of 1 

KW m-2 without system optimization. This work offers a new strategy 

to take advantage of solar energy through the simultaneous conversion 

of light to heat and light to electricity to heat for maximal efficiency. 

3. Hydrophilic porous evaporators  

The hydrophilic or even superhydrophilic porous evaporators began 

to be frequently investigated and applied in PID desalination in the 

recent three years, and especially play important roles in photothermal 

distillation.162, 163, 172. The hydrophilic evaporators are not able to act 

as the liquid water separator as the hydrophobic compartments do, and 

therefore cannot be effectively applied in conventional MD 
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configuration. Nevertheless, in photothermal distillation processes, 

they excel themselves in the following aspects. (i) PID based on 

hydrophilic materials possesses a simpler configuration. Generally, 

hydrodynamic systems are built to drive water transportation in 

hydrophobic PID systems and consume some electric energy during 

operation. In the hydrophilic system, water transportation can be 

achieved by the capillarity of the hydrophilic macropores.173, 174 Thus, 

the extra hydrodynamic system can be omitted. This feature of the 

hydrophilic system is particularly attractive for emergency water 

supply in remote rural or island areas with a lack of infrastructure and 

electricity. (ii) Hydrophilicity is capable of enhancing the 

photothermal evaporation efficiency. In hydrophilic systems, water 

can wet the evaporator pores well and then form a thin layer of water 

film across the whole evaporators, subsequently adequately assuring 

the air-water contact area for evaporation. In contrast, water could 

only evaporate from the pores of the hydrophobic membranes in MD. 

Considering the special application of hydrophilic porous evaporators 

in solar photothermal PID, in this section, the current research on 

hydrophilic evaporators with special wettability or special interaction 

with water for solar photothermal PID desalination will be detailly 

reviewed. 

3.1. Improvement of evaporation efficiency  

3.1.1. Design principle  

Before understanding how to design a hydrophilic evaporator with a 

higher evaporation efficiency, the factors impacting the vapor-

generation efficiency during photothermal PIDs were first clarified. 

In traditional bulk heating solar distillation processes, water is 

generally required to be heated to a high temperature (50-90 °C) to 

carry on the vapor generation. This will render a quite slow response 

to the solar irradiation and may result in a serious heat loss due to the 

high specific heat capacity of water.173-175 Interfacial heating solar 

distillation based on photothermal porous evaporators has been widely 

accepted and employed since 2014. In this process, the temperature of 

water surface responses to the sunlight ultrafast and the in-situ 

generated heat can be mainly confined at water/air interface across the 

evaporators, which leaves the bulk water with a much lower 

temperature, and therefore greatly reduce the heat loss. Fig. 8 displays 

the energy balance scheme in a typical interfacial solar PID system, 

with a photothermal evaporator floating at the air-water interface. In 

such a system, solar radiation (Esun) is the only energy input which is 

ultimately split into and is balanced by five energy output pathways: 

(i) reflective solar radiation (Eref), (ii) water evaporation (Eeva), 

including sensible heat and latent heat of the evaporating water, (iii) 

radiative heat loss from the photothermal material/water interface 

(Erad), (iv) convective heat loss to the overlying air (Econv) and (v) heat 

conduction loss to the underlying bulk water (Econd). The progress of 

the photothermal hydrophilic evaporators in the past years was mainly 

guided by the energy diagram shown in Fig. 8 to enhance the water 

evaporation rate. The Eeva can be expressed as Equations (4) and (5): 

Eeva =
𝑚ℎ𝑓𝑔

𝐴
=αEsolar − Econv − Econd − Econd                             (4) 

αEsolar = Esolar − Eref                                                                     (5) 

In this equation, m is the mass transfer flux, hfg is the latent heat, 
α is the solar absorptance, A is the surface area of the absorber facing 

the sun. As shown in Equations (4) and (5), the efforts should be 

focused on light management by increasing the solar energy 

adsorption and diminishing light reflection, also on heat management 

by minimizing wasteful heat loss (Econv + Erad + Econd), especially. 

Additionally, in some works, Eeva was modulated as well to control 

the evaporation.  

3.1.2. Light absorbance management  

In solar photothermal hydrophilic PID, a suitable light absorber 
material is often integrated into porous scaffolds (e.g., filtration 
membrane, filter paper, air-laid paper, foam, metallic mesh, fibrous 
membrane, etc.) to construct photothermal evaporators or the 
material itself forms a self-supporting evaporator. Light absorber 
materials can effectively harvest and convert sunlight into localized 
heat, and then vaporize the water across the surface pores into 
steam.  

To date, various types of light absorber materials have been 
explored and are capable of assembling into interconnected porous 
evaporators for solar distillation, for instance, plasmonic metal 
nanoparticles, carbon-based materials, and semiconducting 
materials. Metallic nanostructures, e.g., Au, Ag, Al, and Ge can 
produce heat through plasmon resonance and then promote the 
evaporation of water.165, 176-179  Plasmon resonance is a unique optical 

phenomenon occurring on metallic structures. When the frequency of 

incident light matches the oscillation frequency of delocalized 

electrons in metals, it triggers a collective excitation of the electrons 

and generates hot electrons. The excited hot electrons oscillate 

coherently with an incident electromagnetic field inside the metallic 

particles, resulting in heat generation by a Joule mechanism.180 

Carbon-based materials, including carbon black, CNTs, graphene 

(GO), rGO, amorphous carbon, carbonized biomass, etc. are also of 

the important interests for photothermal transformation because of 

their broad light absorption, high stability, and lightweight.181-186 

Carbon-based materials contain no toxic metals, possess good 

stability under sunlight and in water due to the aromatic bonds, and 

can be easily made into all kinds of structures with macro-, micro- and 

nanoscale morphologies desirable for photothermal distillation.187, 188 

They adsorb widely in the entire solar spectrum due to the closely 

spaced energy levels of the loosely-held π electrons and then release 

heat by relaxing the photoexcited electrons to their ground state.189 

Semiconductors, including inorganic (e.g., Ti2O3, Cu7S4, and Fe3O4)) 

or polymeric (e.g., PPy and polydopamine) semiconductors, are 

another kind of effective photothermal agents for solar distillation.190-

193 In these materials, light is absorbed to generate electron-hole pairs 

or photo-excitons. When the solar light has higher energy than the 

bandgap of the semiconductors, the above-bandgap electron-hole 

pairs will be created, which would then relax to the band edges and 

convert the extra energy into heat through a thermalization process. 

Photothermal semiconductors must be with a narrow bandgap, in 

which the electron-hole pairs could predominantly recombine to 

produce heat energy. This mechanism is in sharp contrast with wide-

bandgap semiconductors, where most of the light energy absorbed 

reemits as photons after the recombination of electron-hole pairs near 

the bandgap edge. The relaxation dynamics of the above-bandgap 

 

Fig. 8. Energy balance diagram of an interfacial-heating solar evaporator in open-air 

condition. 
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charges could be quite complicated, but an acoustic-phonon scattering 

mechanism may dominate it.194 All these light absorbers have their 

respective advantages and disadvantages and are frequently applied 

for photothermal PIDs. To achieve higher light absorbance and lower 

reflection, two types of structural engineering methods were often 

explored to manage the light energy: surface microstructure design 

and macroscopic structure design. Light absorbance of photothermal 

membranes is not only related to the texture of absorbers but also 

highly depends on surface microstructures of the absorber layers. The 

first effective method to manage the light absorbance for 

photothermal distillation is to create highly porous structures (Fig. 9a 

and b). On the one hand, photothermal materials, especially inorganic 

and carbon-based ones, have a refractive index greater than 2, which 

may render a high light reflection of over 10%.195 Construction of 

highly porous nanostructured photothermal layers has proved to be a 

typical effective strategy to reduce the reflected light loss.196 When 

the sun illuminates the photothermal materials, the light can create 

multiple reflections inside the pores in the highly porous structures, 

which will result in an extremely low effective refractive index and 

therefore achieves a much lower light reflection and a higher 

absorption (Fig. 9b). On the other hand, the incident angle of light also 

generally impacts the light absorbance, especially for a membrane 

matrix with a flat surface. In some cases, highly porous surface 

structures, e.g., hierarchical graphene foam and plasmonic wood, can 

reduce the sensitivity of the photothermal materials to the sunlight 

incident angle and then achieve more stable light-water conversion 

efficiency.197-199 The first example of using nanosized titanium 

sesquioxide (Ti2O3) as a novel light absorber for solar–thermal 

conversion was reported in our previous study. A double-layer 

photothermal interconnected porous evaporator contained a thin layer 

supported on a cellulose membrane. The fairly small bandgap (~ 0.1 

eV) endows Ti2O3 with the ability to absorb solar energy in the full 

spectrum range (from 250 to 2500 nm). More importantly, the light 

absorption ability of conventional bulk Ti2O3 can be improved when 

the material size is reduced to nanoscale due to the enhanced light 

scattering among the nanoparticles in the porous structure. By 

combining the ultra-small bandgap and the nanosized features of 

Ti2O3 nanoparticles, a nearly 100% internal and ~ 92% external solar–

thermal conversion efficiency obtained in our group outperforms most 

of the conventional photothermal materials.200 Besides the above two 

functions, some well-designed nanoporous structures can broaden the 

absorption bandwidth to enhance the evaporation. Aluminum is  

 
Fig. 9. Illustration of light adsorption & reflection over a) a flat surface. b) Illustration of 

light adsorption & reflection over an evaporator surface with microscopic topography, 

including (top inset) highly porous structure and (bottom inset) specific surface nano-

geometry. c, d) are the corresponding PID evaporator examples demonstrated in the 

literature. e) Illustration of light adsorption & reflection over an evaporator surface with 

macroscopic topography and f) the corresponding evaporator example in literature.177, 

201, 202 Reproduced with permission from ref.179. Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing 

Group. Reproduced with permission from ref.202. Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing 

Group. Reproduced with permission from ref.203. Copyright 2019, Elsevier. 

abundant in the earth with low cost, but the narrow response only in 

the UV region caused by the larger plasma frequency than Au and Ag, 

making Al challenged to be applied in solar distillation. Zhu et al. 

reported a 3D porous membrane with the attachment of self-

assembled aluminum nanoparticles (NPs) in the pore arrays of the 

anodic aluminum membrane (AAM) by physical vapor deposition for 

plasmon-enhanced solar desalination (Fig. 9c). The self-assembled Al 

NPs tend to be closely packed along the sidewalls of the nanopores of 

the AAM, resulting in a strong hybridization effect of localized 

surface plasmons. Moreover, there is a thin layer of naturally formed 

aluminum oxide coated on Al NPs, which not only provided 

protection for stability without extra encapsulation but also 

significantly changed the effective dielectric of the surroundings and, 

therefore, further broadens the absorption bandwidth towards the IR 

range. In the whole solar spectrum, the effective absorption is over 

96%, and the steam generation efficiency reached up to 88.4% under 

4 sun illumination.201 

In addition to highly porous structures, specific surface nano-

geometry could also be explored to improve light-to-heat conversion 

by enhancing light absorbance and reducing reflection. For example, 

Liu et al. developed black gold dimers with nanorods connected to 

nanospheres and then assembled them on a filter paper as an 

evaporation membrane. This evaporator exhibited high light 

absorbance and efficient solar evaporation because of the dimers 

accumulated broadband electromagnetic energy in the kissing point 

between the nanorod and the nanosphere, regardless of light 

impinging frequency, input angle, and polarization.203 Bae et al. 

proposed an interesting concept of self-aggregated metallic nanowire 

bundle array structure on the interconnected porous substrate to 

produce flexible thin-film black gold membranes (Fig. 9d). The 

multiscale structure has a sufficiently small taper angle. Hence there 

is a wide range of metallic nanoscale gaps from zero to hundreds of 

nanometers over a few microns’ depths and 3 mm funnel-shaped 

structures. The small taper angle and varying nanogaps between 

aggregated metallic nanowires are responsible for the broadband 

absorption in the visible to near-infrared region. The 3-mm funnel 

structure yields ultra-broadband absorption up to 17 mm in the mid-

infrared region. The thin-film black gold membrane absorbed the light 

with the average absorption of around 91% in the wavelength of 400 

to 2,500 nm, and the solar-vapor conversion efficiency is up to 57% 

at an incident intensity of 20 kW m-2.177 

Besides designing surface microstructure to improve light energy 

management, optimizing the surface macroscopic architecture for the 

evaporators sometimes is an effective alternative strategy, as 

illustrated in Fig. 9e. For instance, a 3D cone-shaped porous 

photothermal transpiration graphene oxide membrane with a 1D water 

path was demonstrated, which could receive light from a wide range 

of incident angles throughout the day.204 In our previous work, a 

porous origami as photothermal material was reported based on 

pencils and hydrophilic paper for solar-driven water purification.202 

The drawn process destroyed the Van der Waals’ force between 

graphite layers, making pencil cartridge exfoliated into thin graphite 

sheets. The paper fibers combined with graphite sheets were 

demonstrated with broadband absorption for solar energy harvesting 

and excellent hydrophilicity for water transportation. The origami 

structure effectively promoted the utilization of solar energy 

attributing to the increased solar absorption area and decreased solar 

reflection loss compared with a planar system (Fig. 9f). Besides, the 

analog calculation results of COMSOL Multiphysics indicated that 

the origami structure was free from the dynamic solar motion. The 

nearly free cost, facile fabrication, and satisfactory solar-water 

conversion of 80% made this development promising for emergent 

water supply.  
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Fig. 10. PID photothermal evaporators design for controlling wasteful heat loss. a) 

self-floating thin-film photothermal structures without a heat barrier, b) Complex 

structures with a water-wettable and porous support that simultaneously serves 

as heat barrier and unconfined water transportation route. They can be divided 

into bilayer structure and monolithic structure. c) Quasi-isolation multilayer 

structure with a water-proof heat barrier and an extra confined water channel.  

3.1.3. Heat management  

Controlling wasteful heat loss: As demonstrated in Fig. 10, besides 

the management of light absorbance, researchers also controlled the 

wasteful heat loss (Econd, Erad, and Econv) to enhance the water  

evaporation of the hydrophilic evaporators. Erad and Econv represent 

radiative heat loss from the photothermal material and convective heat 

loss to the overlying air, respectively, the value of which are both 

related to the surface temperature of the evaporators and the ambient 

temperature. The radiative and convective losses per area are 

expressed by Equations (6) and (7), respectively. 

Erad = εσ (T2
4 - T1

4)                                                                                (6) 

Econv = h (T2 - T1)                                                                                  (7) 

where ε is the emissivity, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, T2 is 

the temperature at the surface of the evaporators, T1 is the temperature 

of the adjacent environment, and h is the convection heat transfer 

coefficient. Since the steam is always surrounding the evaporator’s 

surface during solar vaporization, the temperature difference between 

the two-part is generally small. Therefore, deduced from the 

equations, the values of Erad and Econv are commonly able to be 

suppressed by reducing the evaporators’ surface temperature. Till 

now, the most recognized method to reduce T2 temperature is to let 

competent water being transported to the photothermal evaporation 

surface, which can instantaneously convert the heat energy to vapor. 

Nevertheless, the negative result may enhance Econd by decreasing 

heat insulation. In the past years, how to reduce the Econd was 

attracting the most research attention. So, in this part, we will mainly 

discuss the control of Econd, and the other two by the way.  

In the early years, the bulk heating route is the main trend for 

solar distillation, during which photothermal dispersed agents were 

added into bulk water before the exposure to irradiation. This process 

generally presents low energy conversion efficiency of no more than 

40% under unconcentrated solar irradiation.205 To improve energy 

efficiency, the solar interfacial heating concept was introduced in the 

early 2010s and has been a successful approach for solar water 

evaporation since then. At first, the photothermal materials were 

processed into hydrophobic (CA ≥140°) self-floating thin sheets or 

membranes, as shown in Fig. 10a. These interfacial heating systems 

deliver better energy efficiency than the dispersion configuration 

under the same conditions, especially under non-concentrated solar 

irradiation. However, the heat loss, especially the heat conduction loss 

(Econd) from the photothermal evaporators into the underlying bulk 

water driven by the large temperature difference is still a challenge. 

Right now, this configuration is only explored in the photothermal 

MD process due to the integrated feature, which has been reviewed in 

Section 2.3.  

In order to further minimize Econd, scientists began to develop 

heat localization strategy and employ thermally insulating porous heat 

barriers to separate the photothermal layer and the bulk water. This 

heat localization strategy, which restricts heat into a small amount of 

water in the evaporating surface, may substantially improve the 

efficiency of solar energy utilization. In 2014, Chen et al. proposed 

and designed the first bilayer structured interconnected porous 

evaporator by combining a graphite flake photothermal top layer on a 

porous carbon foam bottom layer.205 On the one hand, the porous 

carbon foam could self-float on the water surface due to the low 

density, and then acted as not only heat-insulating layer but also 

transport channels to supply water flow to the evaporation surface by 

leveraging capillarity. On the other hand, the photothermal exfoliated 

graphite layer was proceeded into hydrophilic and wettable, and it 

could effectively wick water to the photothermal hot spot by capillary 

force, thus formed a thin water films on the surface of graphite, which 

could result in enhanced surface area for evaporation and formation 

of three-phase contact lines at the edges of the capillaries. This 

structure yielded a high solar-to-vapor conversion efficiency of 85% 

that is 17% higher than that without bottom heat-insulating at 10 kW 

m-2 solar illumination and 64% at 1 kW m-2 by the coordination of the 

two parts. In 2015, Deng et al. also reported a similar work by utilizing 

a heat barrier of an air-laden paper to support a self-assembled Au 

film.176 Besides heat insulation and water transportation, the bottom 

layer served as a substrate to improve the mechanical properties of the 

photothermal material, as well. After that, the bilayer structure with a 

porous bottom layer (Fig. 10b) has been widely adopted due to the 

improvement in energy efficiency and mechanical stability, e.g., 

bilayer bio-foam of rGO combining in-situ with bacterial 

nanocellulose, carbon nanotube membrane integrated on the silicon 

substrate, and so on.162, 206-208. The above bilayer structure could also 

be converted to a monolithic structure, where the heat insulation, 

water transportation, and photothermal in-situ heating functions were 

all integrated with a single layer 3D architecture. Carbon modified or 

plasmonic woods, plasmonic bacterial nanocellulose aerogels, rGO 

aerogels, rGO−polyurethane foams, carbon fibrous foams polymeric 

foams, and so on were prosperously reported as monolithic porous 

evaporators to be applied in solar PID.209-212 This integrated 

construction was claimed to be capable of decreasing the fabrication 

complexity and strengthening the durability for application. 

Nevertheless, the 3D thick porous structures with unconfined water 

transportation, both bilayer and monolithic architectures, are suffering 

from modest energy efficiency, as summarized in Table 1. The 

normal level of the evaporation efficiency is around 65% under one 

sun irradiation in many cases. This drawback is caused by the trade-

off between heat insulation and water transportation. Water-absorbing 

and wettable capacity are generally required to wick water to the 

photothermal layer, but at the same time, the water inside the 

macropores greatly increases the material's thermal conduction and 

thus compromised the role of the thick porous structure as a heat 

barrier. Several impressive works can achieve a higher efficiency of 

80–83% by tailing the wetting ability, porous structure, materials 

texture, etc. For instance, Zhu’s group designed a composite aerogel 

comprised of rGO skeleton, carbon nanotube, and sodium alginate 

additives. Due to the high porosity, enhanced light adsorption (92%) 

by the introduction of carbon nanotubes and improved hydrophilicity 

by adding sodium alginate (contact angle of 74°), a quite high solar-

to-vapor conversion energy efficiency of 83% at 1 sun was 

achieved.213 Chen et al. developed a 3D nitrogen-doped porous 

graphene evaporator by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) with 

benzene or pyridine as carbon and nitrogen sources for photothermal  

Self-floating thin film evaporators

Heat conduction

Multilayer structure with confined water path (Quasi-isolation)

1D water path 2D water path

Wettable porous support as unconfined water path

Bilayer structure Monolithic structure

Heat conduction Heat conduction

Heat conduction Heat conduction

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Table 1. The solar-to-vapor efficiency and vapor flux of various photothermal 
porous evaporators driven by the light energy of 1 sun. Type A, B, and C 
correspond to a, b, and c configuration described in Fig. 10. Type D represents 
the porous hydrogel evaporators that can reduce vaporization enthalpy of the 
water, thus increasing vapor flux. 

Photothermal 

evaporators 
Type Year 

Solar-

vapor 

efficiency 

Vapor 
flux 

(L m-2 h-1) 
Ref 

PPy mesh A 2015 58 % 0.92 164 
AAO/Au A 2015 57 % 0.67 177 

Al NP/AAM A 2016 ~58 % ~0.95 201 
Graghite/carbon 

foam 
B 2014 64 % 1.00 205 

Ti2O3 nanoparticle 
membrane 

B 2016 \ 1.32 200 

Carbon nanotube 
wood 

B 2017 65 % 0.95 208 

RGO-SA-CNT 
aerogel 

B 2017 83 % 1.67 213 

Graphene oxide B 2018 87 % 1.30 31 
glass microsphere-

carbon black 
B 2019 82.1% \ 214 

Carbon-nanotubes 
aerogels 

B 2019 86.8% 1.37 215 

PPy- straw B 2020 81.6% 3.0 216 
Carbonized 
mushroom 

C 2017 78% 1.48 217 

Graphene oxide C 2017 87.5% 1.27 218 
Carbon 

nanoparticles 
C 2017 88 % 1.28 181 

Ag/diatomite C 2019 92.2 % 1.33 219 
PDA-PEI/PPy@PI 

membrane 
C 2019 86.9% 1.43 220 

      
PPy cellulose paper C 2019 90 % 1.52 221 

PVA/PPy porous 
hydrogel 

D 2019 94% 3.2 222 

PVA/Graphene 
porous hydrogel 

D 2019 95% 2.5 223 

PVA-chitosan/PPy 
hydrogel 

D 2019 92% 3.6 224 

Fe-MOF/PVA 
hydrogel 

D 2020 90% 3.2 225 

 

steam generation via a high efficiency of 80% under 1 sun. The critical 

issue was that they decreased the thermal conductivity of the 

evaporator both by increasing the pore size via raising CVD 

temperature and by broadening the band gap of graphene via nitrogen 

doping.32 Wei and Ji demonstrated the first monolithic and wettable 

polymer foam composed of oligoaniline with a quite low thermal 

conductivity of 0.057 W m-1 K-1, which is times lower than that of 

inorganic solar absorbers. Therefore, they also obtained a high energy 

efficiency of 80% at 1 sun.226 However, even the above successes in 

decreasing in Econd, the trade-off between heat insulation and water 

transportation cannot be eliminated, facilitating the development of 

another multilayer configuration with extra and confined water 

transportation routes. (Fig. 10c).  

Zhu et al. demonstrated the first example of a multilayer 

configuration with confined water paths in 2016. The whole 

evaporator was composed of three parts, a porous and wettable 

photothermal sheet (GO membrane), a waterproof thermal insulator 

(a polystyrene foam, the thermal conductivity of ∼0.04 W/mK) that 

simultaneously provided a floating function for the whole evaporator, 

and a thin layer of cellulose wrapped over the thermal insulator.218 

During the solar evaporation, efficient water supply to the 

photothermal spot could be enabled by the confined water path within 

the cellulose layer pumped by capillary force, at the same time, the 

heat dissipation through water was minimized by the waterproof 

thermal insulator and the reduced dimensionality of the water path. 

The solar to vapor efficiency was kept at 80% under one-sun 

illumination, even with the water quantity increased, which was about 

3 times that of bulk water heating system. From then on, many 

multilayer evaporators were designed with different kinds of confined 

water paths driven by capillary, for instance, 3D-printed porous 

hydrophilic GO pillars implanted in the body of CB/GO photothermal 

films (87.5% efficiency), carbonized mushroom stipes connected to 

the pileus (78% efficiency), filter paper strips and so on.31, 204, 214, 215, 

217, 219, 227 Additionally, apart from waterproofing PS foam, air space 

was also employed as thermal insulators to promote heat 

localization.228 Besides, the structure and wetting feature of the top-

layer photothermal materials were modulated to obtain better 

evaporation. For example, improving the hydrophilicity could form 

thin-film water evaporation near the three-phase contact line to 

enhance phase change. Constructing vertically aligned graphene 

sheets membrane with low-tortuosity channels was a benefit for 

releasing water vapor.220, 229 Now, the highest solar-to-energy 

conversation efficiency reported is closed to or even higher than 

90%.181, 230-232. Our group integrated water transportation function and 

photo-heating function into smartly designed and low-cost 

photothermal membranes comprised of PPy coated hydrophilic 

interconnected porous paper or electrospun nanofibers.220 Afterward, 

these materials were coated onto a heat-insulating foam to conduct 

solar evaporation and achieved quite a high efficacy of over 90% 

under 1 sun illumination. These high values are due to the 

superhydrophilic feature of the evaporators, the suppressed radiative 

and convective losses by the good water transportation, and the 

minimized Econd by the excellent thermal insulation. The above results 

are summarized and compared in Table 1.  

Reducing water evaporation energy: Eeva is the heat energy 

required to achieve water evaporation, which includes two parts, 

sensible heat and latent heat of evaporating water. Since there are 

numerous hydrogen bonds between water molecules, a certain amount 

of Eeva must be required to overcome the association between water 

molecules to achieve phase change. Therefore, although wasteful heat 

energies have been effectively minimized and the solar-to-vapor 

efficiency has surpassed 90% under no solar concentration by 

optimizing the hydrophilic porous evaporators, the vapor generation 

fluxes are still quite low in the current reports, generally below 1.6 L 

m-2 h-1 under one sun illumination at room temperature. This low mass 

(vapor) flux is a bottleneck for the solar thermal driven PID for 

practical application. Equation (8) describes the relationship between 

vapor flux, energy efficiency, and vaporization latent heat (enthalpy) 

of water: 

η = m∆H/CoptP0                                                                                 (8) 

where m is the mass flux, ∆H is the vaporization enthalpy of water, P0 

is the solar irradiation power, and Copt refers to the optical 

concentration on the absorber surface. Obviously, in an evaporation 

system, if η, Copt, and P0 were assumed to be constant, the vapor 

generation flux would be increased with decreasing water 

vaporization enthalpy. 

Yu, Qu, and Yang demonstrated successful cases in their 

published works by rationally designing a porous hydrogel evaporator 

to reduce the value of ∆H and then dramatically boost the water 

generation rate.222, 223, 225, 233The evaporators were constructed by self-

floating porous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogels with PPy or rGO 

solar absorbers incorporated into the networks. The internal gaps, 

micron channels as well as the hydrophilic PVA molecular meshes 

inside the hydrogels, could effectively facilitate the rapid 

replenishment of water to the evaporation surface by capillary 

pumping. Simultaneously, by controlling the water loaded ratio in the 

photothermal hydrogel, the in-situ generated heat energy was 

confined to only heat the water inside the evaporator. Moreover, the 

PVA chain could nearly eradicate the convective heat loss of water 
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during evaporation. Therefore, under the above heat and water 

management, the solar-to-vapor efficiency was improved to around 

94% and 95% in the PVA/PPy and PVA/rGO hydrogel system, 

respectively. Indeed, the most important breakthrough of the above 

work is that they successfully reduced the vaporization enthalpy of 

water in the hydrogel molecular meshes rather than they only achieved 

the high solar-to-vapor energy efficiency. In the photothermal PVA 

hydrogel, there was a relatively high ratio of intermediate water 

detected by Ramon Spectra that could be attributed to the surface 

tension induced hydrogen bonds weakening. During evaporation, 

these intermediate water clusters would consume less energy than the 

fully bonded water cluster to achieve phase change, reducing the 

evaporation enthalpy (Fig. 11a). In addition, water can be evaporated 

as either a single molecule or in small clusters consisting of a few to 

tens of molecules. When water molecules were confined in the PVA 

molecular mesh, they were more likely to escape the polymer network 

as small clusters rather than individual molecules, which has been 

testified by tracing Li+ that can be evaporated outside together with 

water clusters and collected in condensate water. As such, the water 

is evaporated to a state with a lower enthalpy change than 

conventional latent heat (Fig. 11b). Based on the above two reasons, 

the evaporation enthalpy of water in the evaporator was decreased by 

near to 50%. A high evaporation flux of 3.2 L m−2 h−1 was obtained 

under 1 sun solar radiation, which was almost two times higher than 

the previously reported record (Table 1). Furthermore, the 

interconnected porous evaporator exhibited a daily solar water 

purification yield of 20.3 L m−2 under natural sunlight in Florida, 

USA, indicating its potential for practical applications in the future. 

Since the above work, several other reports based on porous hydrogel 

evaporators with reduced vaporization enthalpy of the water were 

reported, which all presenting higher water flux of over 2.5 L m−2 h−1 

under 1 sun solar radiation.224, 234 There are also some energy 

recycling routes to improve the efficiency of the whole systems, e.g.,  

 

Fig. 11. The water evaporation diagrams across common photothermal 

evaporators a) and hydrogel photothermal evaporators with hydrogen bonds 

weakening function b). Less energy was consumed in b) case than a) case to 

achieve the same water generation due to intermediate water clusters in the liquid 

water phase and small water clusters in the vapor phase. c) The schematic 

illustration of the solar energy utilization among typical planar system, a 

conventional 3D cylinder with circuitous pores and PMS with low-tortuosity in 

water evaporation.216 Reproduced with permission from ref.218. Copyright 2020, 

American Chemical Society. 

recycling the dynamic energy of water vapor by the piezoelectric 

effect, converting the interfacial solar steam enthalpy into electricity 

by thermoelectric conversion.135, 227, 235, 236 Because these works are 

focused on vapor collector design rather than PID evaporator 

construction, the details will not be discussed in the present 

manuscript. 

Exploiting heat energy in other performance: Despite the great 

successes of reducing Eeva by the well-designed photothermal 

hydrogel evaporators, more economical and simple routes are still 

urgently demanded to overcome the limitation of water production 

effectively. Actually, in solar evaporation under real solar irradiation, 

there should be two parts of solar energy that can contribute to 

evaporation. One is the light energy, which irradiates on the confined 

evaporator surface and transfers to localized heat energy by the 

photothermal materials. This part of the energy is real-time and 

localized solar light energy, named as E1. The other is the solar heat 

energy independent of irradiation time and space (E2), imported from 

the sun and stored as heat energy in the environment, which acts as 

the decisive factor to determine the environmental heat energy. As 

illustrated in Fig. 11c, in 2D planar evaporation (most of the current 

evaporators), E1 is the main energy source to drive stream generation. 

While even the energy efficiency of E1 by 2D planer evaporators has 

approached its limit (100% of E1), the steam generation flux is still at 

a relatively low level. In this case, three-dimensional (3D) evaporators 

that extended a section into the atmosphere were currently proposed 

to enhance evaporation by capturing some E2.237-239 The evaporators 

could produce vapor below room temperature and then induced E2 to 

flow towards the evaporation surface. Yet, the evaporation 

enhancement contributed by E2 was generally less than 40%. This is 

reasoned that the capillary water lifting and distribution in common 

3D evaporators were suppressed by the circuitous pores, which 

resulted in a limited energy transmission path of E2. Theoretically, in 

the same occupied space, the higher the water is transported to the 3D 

space by the solar evaporator, the more of the E2 could be captured 

due to the extended heat transmission path, and then producing more 

vapor during solar evaporation.216 

In our recent work, a nature-inspired low-porous-tortuosity 3D 

evaporator was demonstrated to improve water production 

significantly. The solar evaporator, prepared from polypyrrole-

modified maize straw (PMS), has upright vascular structures enabling 

high water lifting and horizontal micro-gaps, facilitating broad water 

distribution to the out-surface. Consequently, the PMS evaporator 

dramatically enhanced the utilization of E2 for promoting evaporation. 

The maximum vapor generation rate of a single PMS (10.3 L m-2 h-1) 

respectively increased 2.5 times and 6 times compared with the 

conventional 3D evaporators and the planar evaporators of the 

identical occupied area. A scaled-up PMS array achieved a state-of-

the-art vapor generation rate of 3.0 L m-2 h-1 under the simulated 

condition and record-high clean water production of 2.2 L m-2 h-1 for 

actual seawater desalination under natural conditions (one-sun 

intensity). Moreover, due to the robust water transmission channel in 

superhydrophilic PMS, there was no salt scaling formed during long-

term desalination. This breakthrough reveals great potentials for cost-

effective freshwater production and the rational design of high-

performance photothermal evaporators for solar distillation.216 Beside 

solar heat energy, the additional solar electricity is also a useful energy 

form for evaporation. A photo-electro-thermal evaporation system 

based on solar evaporation system and solar cell, which reached a 

record high water-generation rate of 4.73 kg m-2 h-1 under 1 sun 

illumination, was reported in our recent study.240 

3.2. Control of salt scaling and organic pollutants 

Despite the improvement of the evaporation efficiency, several new 

challenges associated with practical applications of solar 

photothermal PID need to be addressed. As a kind of raw water widely 
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used in solar-driven PID, seawater contains 3.5 wt% total dissolved 

solids, including NaCl, CaCl2, and MgCl2, which would probably 

precipitate into crystals when water quickly evaporates from the 

surface of the solar evaporator. These salt crystals build-up would 

clog the porous structures and accumulate during continuous 

operation, resulting in the reduction of evaporation rate.223 

Especially, the hydrophilic photothermal PID systems with higher 

evaporation flux are suffering from stronger interaction with inorganic 

salts than the hydrophobic counterparts.241 Therefore, salt 

crystallization as a kind of structure fouling problem in interconnected 

porous structures needs to be solved. To overcome this issue, many 

investigations have been carried out for the development of salt-

resistant photothermal materials. These strategies have been proven to 

be very efficient to this end, which may mainly follow three kinds of 

salt elimination mechanisms.242  

The first one is the ex-situ produce of the salt crystals, relying on 

the law of salt migration (Fig. 12a and b). According to the research 

of Mi et al., who reported a relatively smooth hydrophilic graphene 

leaf as the solar evaporator. The salt crystallization would block the 

surface of the evaporator and reduce the steam production if without 

any particular structure design.228 Hence, the ex-situ produce of the 

salt crystal is an attractive solution.243 One way to adjust the salt 

position is depending on the changes in water conservancy conditions. 

Zhang et al. designed an evaporator composed of a horizontal 

evaporation disc and a vertical solution uptake thread. The 

crystallization sites of the salt on the disc were spatially isolated from 

the water evaporation surface, achieving continuous steam generation 

and salt harvesting in over 600 hours of non-stop operation.244 

Another way is separating the evaporation surface and crystallization 

surface. Shi et al. designed a 3D cup that produces vapor in the cup 

inner-wall and solid salt as a by-product at the cup outer-wall. By 

rationally separating the light-absorbing surface from the salt 

precipitation surface, the 3D cup can be operated at high salt 

concentration without noticeable water evaporation rate decay in 

long-term operation along with continuous salt crystals removing 

from the cup wall.245 Although the above methods required 

mechanical removal, it prevented reducing the evaporation rate 

caused by the salt concentration. The formed salt crystals were 

recovered in solid-state, thus can achieve the goal of zero liquid 

discharge. 

The second strategy is in-situ melting of the salt crystals, relying 

on the salinity gradient (Fig. 12c). Differing from the principle that 

hydrophobic interface prevents the formation of salt scale (separating 

the evaporation interface from the cold saline water), the salt-rejected 

superhydrophilic porous structure is generally designed as an 

integrated structure to ensure the smooth transport of salt ions.246 In 

our previous report that named it a salt auto-cleaning solar 

evaporation, and the principle and structure-activity relationship of 

the salt auto-cleaning process was revealed in detail. 

Thermodynamically, the movement of crystallized salt back to bulk 

seawater is a spontaneous process driven by the potential chemical 

difference of different salt concentrations. The intrinsic properties of 

its structure also determine the kinetic factor of the salt diffusion in 

the membrane. According to Fick's Law, if the salt auto-cleaning 

process was considered as the ions diffusing in the porous medium, 

the structure of the auto-cleaning material must possess a high 

porosity and superhydrophilic feature with large water content to 

increase the diffusion coefficient of salt ions to migrate back to the 

bulk water 221. Besides, other groups reported similar results.223, 246-248 

For instance, Chen et al. demonstrated an integrated evaporator with 

hydrophilic black cellulose fabrics as a light absorber, hydrophilic, 

while fabrics as water transporter and expanded polystyrene foams as 

an insulator.248 In this evaporator structure, the hydrophilic feature 

offered abundant water channels for rapid salt ions exchanging, 

leading to the rejection of salt scaling (Fig. 12d). Zhu et al. 

demonstrate a water lily–inspired hierarchical structure that enables 

efficient evaporation (~80% solar- 

 

Fig. 12. a) The schematic diagram of the salt scaling formed on the photothermal 

evaporators. b) Mechanical removal of the formed salt crystals. c) Cleaning the 

formed crystal automatically relying on the salinity gradient, and d) the 

corresponding multilayer porous evaporators with abundant salt and water 

migration channels. e) The formation of concentration difference during 

evaporation and f) the diagram of electricity generation driven by salinity 

gradient.228, 245, 249, 250 Reproduced with permission from ref.230. Copyright 2017, 

American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission from ref.247. Copyright 

2018, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission from ref.249. 

Copyright 2017, Royal Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission from ref.250. 

Copyright 2018, Royal Chemical Society. 

to-vapor efficiency) out of high-salinity brine and wastewater 

containing heavy metal ions (30 wt %). The upper epidermis absorbs 

sunlight and provides stomata for water vapor escape, and has the 

well-known hydrophobic self-cleaning property. The self-floating leaf 

exists a confined water path provided by vascular bundles to pump up 

water and then spread it into the large surface of the water lily.242 

Besides, taking advantage of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

porous evaporators and their structure optimization, researchers have 

developed salt-resistant solar evaporators with multifunctional layers. 

Zhu et al. reported a flexible and salt-resistant Janus absorber with the 

upper hydrophobic carbon black nanoparticles coating 

polymethylmethacrylate layer for light absorption and bottom 

hydrophilic polyacrylonitrile layer for pumping water. Salt may only 

be deposited in the hydrophilic PAN layer and quickly be dissolved 

back automatically, attributing to the salinity gradient between 

saturated brine and bottom seawater.251 Similarly, Yang et al. reported 

a hydrophobic salt-resistant hierarchical layer of Cu2SnSe3 (or 

Cu2ZnSnSe4) nanosphere arrays for broad solar harvesting and a 

hydrophilic filter membrane for continuous water supply and vapor 

generation. The as-fabricated devices achieve remarkable and stable 

solar steam efficiency of 86.6% under one sun.252 

The third strategy to tackle the salt scaling problem is energy and 

resource recovery. Rather than being regarded as a pollutant, the salt 

in the solution can also be utilized as an alternative source of energy. 

Through inducing a high salinity gradient between the concentrated 

seawater and raw seawater, Yang et al. reported a new kind of 

technology to generate extra electricity while evaporating water (Fig. 

12e and f). By employing a hydroid system of carbon nanotube 

modified filter paper and a commercial Nafion membrane, the system 

achieved a solar thermal efficiency of 75 % and extra electricity power 

of 1 W m-2 under one sun illumination.249 Although electricity 

production is at a low level, the design still provides a new idea for 

blue energy utilization in PID. Besides the above methods, the 
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crystallization sites of salt could also be spatially isolated from the 

water evaporation surface by the hydraulic scour of microfluidics in 

confined water paths, thus achieving continuous steam generation and 

salt harvesting in over 600 hours of non-stop operation.244 

In addition to the common salt problem, raw water for solar 

evaporation also contains organic matters, which would deteriorate 

the water quality and form fouling materials on the evaporator 

surface.253 Rather than relying on extra contamination removal 

process, Lou et al. firstly prepared a porous-structure based on rGO 

and TiO2 composites allowing for facile incorporation of 

photocatalysts to regenerate clean water out of contaminated water 

and solar-driven PID.212 Subsequently, the black Ti2O3 and TiOx 

designed by Wang et al. also possess the function of photocatalysis as 

well as photothermal evaporation, although the mechanism was not 

detailly investigated in their papers.170, 200 In fact, with reasonable 

water transportation and heat preservation structure design, the 

interconnected porous evaporator that attached various photocatalysts 

would all possess the property of degrading organic matter in raw 

water.254-260. It should be pointed out that the abovementioned works 

only reported the phenomena of photocatalysis in the solar-driven 

PID, and the currently targeted contaminants are generally nonvolatile 

model organic matters, such as dyes. While these works may be 

meaningful for evaporator fouling control (though not discussed in the 

articles), it is still unknown whether photocatalysis is effective for 

volatile organic compounds rejection, which is important to the 

cleanness of condensate water.  

4. Conclusions 

In summary, this article reviewed the recent development of 

evaporators with special wettability for porous interface distillation in 

the past ten years. For PID processes working on hydrophobic porous 

evaporators, researchers modulated the physical structure, e.g., 

thickness, porosity, pore tortuosity, and size of the membranes, to 

steadily promote the distillation flux. At the same time, they endowed 

the membranes with superhydrophobic, omniphobic or asymmetric 

wettable surface features to enhance the running durability. In 

addition, the self-heating evaporators with outstanding capture ability 

toward in-situ generated heat were also attracting interests. On the 

other hand, studies on PID processes working on hydrophilic porous 

evaporators just boomed in the past 5 years and mainly focused on 

solar-driven photothermal distillation. Amazing achievements have 

been realized in improving solar-to-vapor efficiency to over 90% and 

vapor flux to higher than 2 L m-2 h-1 under one sun intensity by 

rationally modulating light absorbance, managing heat loss and 

controlling feedwater supply during evaporation in the 

superhydrophilic evaporators. Besides, salt scaling control and 

material resource recovery also witnessed noticeable progress through 

rational evaporator design. Despite the impressive advancement in 

PID in the past years, there are still many significant barriers standing 

before its practical application. The main challenges and opportunities 

are listed as follows, which call for much more research attention.  

(1) Increasing water generation  

Hydrophobic PID: Water flux and energy efficiency of 

hydrophobic porous evaporators for MD should be further improved. 

Specifically, driven by a temperature difference of 40 K, the water 

flux of MD processes is generally below 40 L m-2 h-1, which requires 

substantial improvement. To tackle this problem, thermal insulation 

materials, such as flexible ceramics, with low thermal conductivity 

may be processed into hydrophobic evaporation membranes, which 

can reduce the temperature polarization across the membrane and then 

enhance evaporation efficiency. Besides, membrane materials with 

straight porous architecture are anticipated to facilitate the mass 

transfer during distillation.  

Hydrophilic PID: Photothermal superhydrophilic evaporators 

harvesting solar energy are approaching the energy utilization limit 

under no solar concentration, but they still suffer from modest vapor 

production rates (generally below 2 L m-2 h-1). Boosting the utilization 

of the unconfined solar heat energy or reducing the latent heat of water 

by evaporator design might be promising routes to solve the problem.  

(2) Reducing water-wetting of hydrophobic evaporators 

The antiwetting ability of the hydrophobic evaporators should be 

further improved towards long-term practical application. In most 

reports on hydrophobic PID evaporators, researchers assessed the 

stability of the membranes only in several hours to tens of hours. 

Those evaporators reported in the literature are challenged to satisfy 

the applicative demand in engineering due to the complex source 

water quality in real life. Additionally, there is a trade-off between 

water flux and anti-wetting performance (separation efficiency) in 

traditional membranes. Facing the above problems, straight porous 

membrane evaporators with homogeneous and superomniphobic 

surfaces are likely to break the trade-off, enabling fast steam 

transportation while minimizing aggression from hot steam and 

surfactants.  

(3) Curbing salt scaling 

More attention should be paid to salt scaling in membrane pores. 

The source waters for distillation in realistic scenarios, such as 

seawater, industrial wastewater, and hypersaline waters, contain many 

dissolved salt species, e.g., NaCl, CaSO4, and MgSO4. Their scaling 

behaviors, especially of Ca2+ and Mg2+, would have a heavy toll on 

evaporation durability but have not been detailly investigated. In the 

future, a deeper understanding of salt scaling on evaporators with 

different surface characteristics should be explored. Besides, a 

suitable evaporator design is to be devised to achieve a much better 

anti-scaling function.  

(4) Guarding against volatile organic compounds  

PID can completely reject non-volatile solutes at the vapor-liquid 

conversion interface and then produce high-quality water, thus 

holding great promise for clean water production, wastewater 

treatment, and seawater desalination. However, many source drinks 

of water are polluted with volatile organic compounds (VOCs). VOCs 

can evaporate from the interconnected pores of evaporators and be 

collected together with distilled water; moreover, they may even be 

enriched in the collected distillate during interfacial distillation, which 

will seriously threaten the water quality. More advanced and 

multifunctional PID evaporators combined with catalytic degradation 

function or selective permeation will alleviate this issue. 

In conclusion, PID excels itself in various aspects, such as the 

ability to employ low-grade waste-heat energy from industrial 

processes, capturing solar energy at the localized interface for in-situ 

driven distillation, relatively small areal footprint, low-pressure 

operation, outstanding water quality, highly compact configuration, 

and easy-to-deploy feature. It is regarded to be highly suitable for 

small-scale and on-site desalination applications towards small sized 

water plants, off-grid, and point-of-use potable clean water production 

apparatus. By resolving the abovementioned challenges and 

bottlenecks, PID will be endowed with a more promising prospect for 

practical applications. 
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